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**PRAISE FOR BOARDROOM MATTERS VOL. III**

“There is no shortage of literature on corporate governance, but I find that the bite-sized articles in *Boardroom Matters* provide good nuggets of insights to the many challenges and issues that boards and directors today face.”

_JY PILLAY_
Chairman, Securities Industry Council

“The sheer breadth and depth of these articles are impressive, ranging from the challenges of audit committees to how respond to digital disruption to continue to be relevant in the future economy.”

_CHALY MAH_
Chairman, Singapore Accountancy Commission

“The articles offer good insights and advice on the many issues faced by directors, from perennial board matters such as conflict of interest to trending topics such shareholder stewardship.”

_GAUTAM BANERJEE_
Chairman, Blackstone Singapore

“These *Boardroom Matters* articles are valuable on what makes good governance and the perspectives shared apply as much to the not-for-profit boards and directors.”

_SIM GIM GUAN_
CEO, National Council of Social Service

“*Boardroom Matters* brings important corporate governance issues into focus.”

_STEFANIE YUEN THIO_
Joint Managing Director, TSMP Law Corporation